TURBO WEST
STATE WIDE CHANNEL
- Transportation Dispatch and Buses/Vans (Current)
- Multi Zone Wide Area Operations Radios XPR7550 (Current)
- Base Stations

SITE BASED CHANNELS
- Site Based Close Range SL300 Radios (On Site)
- Multi Zone Wide Area Radios SL3500
- Base stations at each site
- Radios from any site as long as they are in proximity and have correct channel programmed

WIDE AREA CHANNEL #1
OPERATIONS - **OPS
- Who Can Use
  - Transportation Dispatch
  - Base Stations
  - Multi Zone Wide Area Radios SL3500
  - Facility Services Vehicles

WIDE AREA CHANNEL #2
EMERGENCY - **EMER
- Who Can Use
  - Transportation Dispatch
  - Base Stations
  - Multi Zone Wide Area Radios SL3500
  - Facility Services Vehicles